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ABSTRACT

Patients’ participation and doctor’s information giving are two important components within medical consultations. Research has shown that both components are influenced by the communication style adopted by doctors during medical consultations. This will consequently affect the decision made at the end of the consultations. Therefore, this study aims to look at how communication style affects the three important inter-related components in clinical consultation which are patients’ participation, information provision and decision making. Respondents for this study consist of patients and doctors at a Haematology Clinic in a government hospital in Malaysia. The data gathered for this study involves audio-recordings from authentic clinical consultations. This study adopts a discourse analytic approach based on the components of patient’s participation for the first stage of analysis while the second stage analysis involves the Roter’s Interaction Analysis System (RIAS). The findings suggest that there are two types of communication style used by the doctors during the consultations which are the directing and sharing consultation styles. The data analysis in the sharing consultation style showed higher patients’ participation and higher information giving by the doctor, and these resulted in a more shared decision making at the end. The type of communication style used by the doctors can affect the outcome of the consultation. The findings of this study have important implications on appropriate consultation style and provide a guideline on improving communication during consultations at the Haematology Clinic.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Communication, according to Minardi and Riley (1997), is an essential, task-focused, and purposeful process. In daily life, we need to communicate with each other. If we do not communicate, we cannot send messages to others and we cannot understand what people want. The communication transaction is the sharing of information that uses a set of common rules (Northouse and Northouse, 1998). Therefore, it is important to understand communication in order to share information with each other and at the same time, deliver correct meaning in each message. This chapter will give brief information about the background of the study, statement of problem, objectives and research questions, significance of the study, and also the scope. There will also be the definition of terminologies and the conceptual and theoretical framework for this study at the end of this chapter.
1.2 Background of Study

In the society, people have to communicate in order to deliver their ideas and intentions. However, the way people communicate and the factors that influence their communication may differ from one individual to another. Moreover, there are many factors to determine whether communication is effective or not. If there is miscommunication, most often the messenger will be failed to deliver the message well. According to Kurtz (2002), effective communication is based on five principles: i) ensure interaction, not just transmission, ii) reduce unnecessary uncertainty, iii) require planning and think in terms of outcomes, iv) demonstrate dynamism, and also, v) follow a helical rather than linear model. In short, there are various ways to achieve effective communication.

Communication and society cannot be parted as people need to communicate with each other on a regular basis. Some people gain the skills to communicate well naturally while others may require work to become fluent in delivering messages through communication. Whatever way people gain their communication skills, they just have to be precise in using the correct words during communication with different walks of life, especially when involved in human resources and public relations activities. The skill to communicate well is especially important in a professional setting as communicating effectively with others have a profound effect (O’Daniel and Rosenstein, 2008). The interactions could become a failure (i.e. misunderstanding, unreached messages, reduced client’s satisfaction) if professional workers do not acquire the relevant skills of effective communication.

It is important to acknowledge that people in the medical field are one of the communities that require their members to work on their communication skills as they meet various types of people on a daily basis. According to a review of literature for communication behaviours of health practitioners and patients (Williams et al.,1998), most researches focus on examining patients’ satisfaction level and communication behaviours, always with the purpose of investigating: i)
information provision by the doctors or patients, ii) information seeking behaviours of doctors and patients, iii) relationship of the doctors and patients with negative or positive effects by either one of them, and iv) the communication styles of the doctors. Those elements are important in order to measure the effectiveness of doctor-patient interactions during medical consultations.

The lack of understanding between doctor and patient may lead to serious consequences. Patients’ participation and information giving by the doctor can also lead to miscommunication. Additionally, the miscommunication here can exist during the decision making process. As patients participate lesser, the doctor would not know their problems better. Consequently, the information and explanation given by the doctor would also be lacking in order to support the patients’ need and as a result, the patients lose their trust towards the doctor because of the unsuitable decision made due to incoherent interaction between them. Stiles et al. (1979) also stated that there is a positive relationship between patient satisfaction and certain verbal interactions that enhance the exchange of information.

Numerous studies have shown that the communicative features including information exchange and shared decision making can influence the outcome of medical consultations, as stated in Stewart (1995). According to Miller et al. (2011), the variables for health outcomes include equality of services and patients view of care (i.e. respectful treatment, satisfaction and effective partnership). If the interactions are incoherent from the start, the outcomes can be negative. In addition, the study by Stewart (1995) also reveals that the doctor has to encourage patients to voice their concerns and include patients in decision making and discussion of psychosocial issues in relation to their medical problems in order to be effective in communication. In fact, the patients’ participation and doctor’s information giving are equally important in producing better outcomes and avoiding miscommunication during clinical consultations. Most people will probably have encountered miscommunication during their conversation due to insufficient information provided or lack of understanding in certain terms which are not familiar within their culture. This is supported by studies by Ishikawa et al. (2002) and Takayama and
Yamazaki (2004) on the importance of open-ended questions, information giving and counselling to achieve patients’ satisfaction and self-perceived participation.

Moreover, communication barriers prevent health care providers or doctors from providing good services and contribute to negative health outcome. For example, when the doctor could not determine the patients’ needs, it may lead towards misunderstanding and therefore, the best treatment plan for the patients’ diagnose cannot be achieved. There are many types of barriers in health communication such as language, ethnicity, and accessibility to care. Due to this problem, Trudgen (2000) suggests the development of special programs which are culturally sensitive in order to overcome the barriers that prevent the doctors from diagnosing patients’ problem and providing sufficient information and explanations. However, those barriers cannot be avoided during any consultations and the only way to overcome them is by selecting the right consultation styles for the selected patients. Parson (1951) once said that the role of the doctors is complementary to the role of the sick patients. Therefore, it is better for the doctors to adapt to the patient’s situation in order to facilitate friendly relationship and easy flow of information between the dyad. This study identifies patient participations and information provision towards decision making in different clinical consultation styles.

1.3 Statement of Problem

Effective doctor-patient interaction as both achieved mutual understanding to make decision during the consultation will help to make clinical consultation more affectionate through friendly conversations and easy-going information exchange between the doctor and patient. Once the patients feel comfortable during consultations, they will share more information and participate actively in the interaction with the doctors. The quality of the partnership between doctor-patient dyad can determine the outcomes of the clinical consultation as cited earlier from
Miller et al. (2011). Ineffective communication where both doctor and patient could not understand each other’s needs can contribute to certain negative effects, including lack of attention towards patient’s emotional state, deficiency of adherence between the doctor-patient dyad and failure to provide appropriate treatment due to insufficient information.

Moreover, Datuk Dr. Jacob Thomas (2011) who is The president of the Association of Private Hospitals of Malaysia pointed out in a newspaper article in The Star that good and clear communication between the doctor and patient about the treatment plan is clearly needed in order to clarify the patients’ health condition and why some of the medical tests are needed. This issue stirred after some patients or their family members complained or showed displeasure when they did not understand clearly or receive explanation on whether a test or retest was necessary. Therefore, it can be proven that communication skills are important for the health practitioners or doctors in Malaysia. Doctors should acquire better communication skills and also be able to adapt the consultation styles according to situation in order to facilitate the clarification of medical information to the patients.

Medical graduates are required to communicate with different people in the society since they have been trained to do so during their practical training (Malaysian Medical Association, 2001). However, the training they receive during their intern session does not prepare them with effective communication skills. Apart from that, Dr. Danial Wong from his article in The Star online on 3rd July 2011 also said that there is no rigid way in telling the bad news to patients even he had taken the communication skills training over and over again. This situation supports that there are many ways for the doctors in telling information to the patients during the consultations. Hence, it is important to determine the suitable practice styles or consultation styles for their consultation.

There are some issues that are often related to health communication such as patients’ participations, the relationship between doctor-patient and also decision making in the medical setting in Malaysian healthcare. Many other studies also address the same health communication problems (Kiesler and Auerbach, 2006;
Cooper et al., 2003; Roberts et al., 2005; Stewart, 1995; Cooper-Patrick, 1999). It is believed that people change their behaviour to adapt to their environmental needs, more so in the workplace environment (Kuang et al., 2011). Such study becomes more important when effective communication in doctor-patient dyads has a significant impact on the health outcome and health care of the patients. Nevertheless, these issues have relatively been unaddressed in Malaysia for many reasons. One of the reasons is due to the difficulty in accessing naturally occurring data. It is quite hard to receive consent from the health care department and doctors due to ethical issues within the medical field.

The health communication issues in Malaysia are somehow difficult to define. It is not a matter of absence, but more likely the matter of confidentiality and the lack of research in this area. By looking specifically into the field of health communication, the researcher will be able to discover various communication problems and the possible causes during patients-health practitioners’ consultations. It is believed that there are many gaps that can be looked for in order to develop better health care plans in Malaysia. Therefore, the investigation of doctor-patient communication is very important. This research is hoped to highlight a few issues of medical consultations in Malaysia and at the same time, improve the outcomes of health care services offered by health care providers in Malaysia. The following are the main issues existing within the medical setting in Malaysia:

i) Consultation Styles

In The New Straits Times on 18th March 2010, there was a commentary on the inability of doctors to communicate effectively with patients. The article was written in the JohorBuzz column entitled, “Better bedside manners will help”. The writer complained about the bedside manners of doctors in general while giving treatment to the patients. The writer also made a statement on the importance of communication styles during medical consultation:
“doctor’s method of consultation could have been replaced with a human-based approach to promote better understanding communication between doctor and patient.”

Based on the commentary, it seems important to match the consultation style of a particular doctor with the patient’s preference to achieve better interaction during consultations. Nevertheless, patients often do not have the choice over which doctor they will get to see so the patients’ preference of doctors are often not taken into consideration. Patients’ preference of doctor may change their participation during consultation. The patients will naturally respond more to doctors with those characteristics. However, patients are not able to meet doctors who share the same language and culture with them for all their clinical consultations (Donald, 1986; Patient 3 et al., 1989; Van Wieringen et al., 2002; Ohtakis and Fetters, 2003; Roberts and Sarangi, 2005; Roberts et al., 2005; Schouten and Meewesen, 2006; Jain and Krieger, 2010). This situation may cause some problems in understanding each other’s thoughts. Therefore, the match-up dyads can be effective if both doctor and patient can take their roles efficiently.

### ii) Patients’ Participation

The patients’ participation will also determine the decision making during health consultations. For example, the doctor has to decide on blood retest if the patient is clueless about the blood test that he had taken in his previous visit. Most of the time, patient participation is crucial to provide information that the doctors lack. Effective communication between doctor and patient can overcome patients’ dissatisfaction in every decision made at the end of the consultation. There are studies that have proved positive outcomes when patients and doctors agree on decision making styles and participation level (Jahng et al., 2005; Janz et al., 2004; Krupat et al., 2001).
Higher level of patient participation appears to be generally associated with more positive evaluations and outcomes (Ryan and Sysko, 2007). Every time the patients visit the clinic, there is a possibility that they would not get the same doctors as their last visit so the doctors have to check out the history of each patient in order to make the decision of what should be considered for the treatments and tests for the patients. If a patient does not have any complaints or questions, the doctor will consider the patient does not have any problem during the visit. Therefore, there is a close relation between patients’ participation and decision making during medical consultation.

iii) Information Provision

In communication, it is important that both speakers interact with each other actively so that the message will be delivered correctly. However, Treichler et al. (1984) said that there is imbalanced power distribution within most interactions between doctor and patient. The doctor who has the power to control the consultations always move on to the next stage of consultations whenever there is not much new information received for a new diagnosis. Hence, it is crucial for doctors to select the suitable consultation styles to encourage patient participation in medical consultation settings so that later, both the doctors and patients can provide sufficient explanations. Information provision is a part of patients’ participation components (Cegala, 2011). Thus, it is undeniable that both patients’ participation and information provision are closely related. In general, the researcher found that when patients participated more actively in the consultation, it gives a positive effect on the information sharing and provision of both doctor and patient. When the doctors deliver enough information and explanation to their patients, it helps the patients to solve their problems. Less patient participation can cause less problems presented by the patients and the doctor will consider the patients as having no problem at all.
Doctors might also have unfavourable styles of consultancy that could lead to failure in discovering enough information from the patients. The participation of the patients in the consultation can also define the level of comfort that the doctors provide during the conversation. When the patients are comfortable with the conversation, the patients become more open to tell the details of their condition of health. There are other factors such as time management, patient’s characteristics and behaviours and also structural context which influence the doctor-patient relationship (Morgan, 2003). Generally, the duration of time for each consultation is about 5 to 10 minutes. The consultation length can change depending on the types of consultation style used by the doctors. If the doctors use their authority to decide, the consultation length can be shorter as there are many patients waiting for their turn. On the other hand, the patients also can influence the length of the consultation based on their level of interactions with the doctors. The longer the time taken in each consultation, the more there is participation and information giving. The patients’ characteristics and behaviours are different among each of them. A study of 1470 general practice consultations showed that only 27 percent of working-class patients sought clarification of what the doctor had said, compared with 45 percent of middle-class patients (Tuckett et al., 1985). Hence, the doctors need to choose the best method to encourage them to participate actively during the consultations. The usage of words is also important to determine how the interactions flow will go. The unfamiliar words can make the patients less participate during the consultations and later may lead to insufficient information provision which can also affect decision making process. Therefore, this research aims to examine the relationship between patients’ participation, doctor’s information giving, and also the decision making process.

iv) Decision Making Process

Other than information provision, decision making is very important in clinical consultation because it decides on how the patient will be treated in the
future. Doctors have to encourage the patients to voice their concerns and make them involve in decision making and discussion of their medical problems issues (Stewart, 1995). During every medical consultation, the patients will be given a chance to describe their problems and the doctors will choose the suitable medications or treatments needed to control the problem. The patients will be given another appointment according to their health condition. If it seems like there is no problem, then the longer the time will be taken for the patients to receive medication or treatment. At the same time, there will be negative consequences on the patients’ health condition if the decision is wrongly made.

Based on the two issues discussed above, this study intends to reveal the relationship between patients’ participation, information provision, and decision making process in medical consultations. However, the study will also concentrate on different types of consultation styles used by doctors. It is believed that these issues are important to be highlighted in order to overcome the problem of communication and later provide positive health outcomes (i.e. equality of services, respectful treatments, effective partnership, and higher satisfactions) for Malaysian’s health care system.

1.4 Objectives of the Study

The study aims to investigate different consultation styles adopted by doctors at the Haematology Clinic. The investigation will focus on how patient participation and information giving have effects on the decision making process if different consultation styles are being adopted. There are three objectives of the study:

1. To examine patients’ participation in different consultation styles
2. To analyse doctor’s pattern of information giving in different consultation styles

3. To investigate how patients’ participation and doctors’ information giving contribute to decision making in different consultation style

1.5 Research Questions

Based on the objectives of the study stated above, three research questions were formulated:

1. How do patients’ participate in different consultation styles?

2. What are the doctor’s patterns of information giving in different consultation styles?

3. How do patient participation and doctors’ information giving affect decision making in different consultation styles?
1.6 Significance of the Study

The main focus of this study is to determine the interactions during clinical consultations of different consultation styles. The patients’ participation is an element analysed within the interactions. Moreover, the study also attempts to examine the doctor’s pattern of information giving in clinical consultations that affect the decision making process. Therefore, the results will help in suggesting the social appropriateness in communication within the medical consultation settings.

From this study, there will be four social units that would benefit from the findings. They are i) doctors, ii) patients, iii) communication researchers and iv) medical educators/doctor training. The benefits are as listed in Table 1.1 below:

Table 1.1: The Significance of the Study to Various Members of Society

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Members of the Society</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Doctors</td>
<td>- Once the issue of doctor-patient interaction has been addressed, they will be aware of how to use suitable approaches and communicative styles with different patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Communication Researchers</td>
<td>- The results will help in suggesting the social appropriateness in communication within the medical settings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Medical Educator/Doctor Training</td>
<td>- The medical school will be able to use the findings of this study to provide training to medical students in order to provide better health services.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.7 Scope of the Study

This research focuses mainly on the analysis of communication during medical encounters in different types of doctor’s consultation styles. The aspects that this research highlights are patients’ participation and doctor’s information giving during clinical consultations. Moreover, the researcher is trying to examine on how both aspects give impact on the decision making process. This study involves only the data from doctor-patient dyads of Haematology Clinic at Hospital Sultanah Aminah, Johor Bahru.

The participants are: i) doctors and ii) patients who seek their medical consultations. The doctors involved in this study were; four doctors; two female and two male doctors. All of them have given their consents for preliminary investigation and real data collection. Meanwhile, the patients involved in this study were patients who sought medical care at Haematology Clinic from a public hospital in Johor Bahru.

The researcher focused on the doctors rather than the patients because the doctors of Haematology Clinic remained the same while the patients are changing accordingly. In addition, the clinical consultation at Haematology Clinic does not allow the patients to choose their preferred doctors for the consultations. Thus, it is best for the study to identify the doctor’s style of consultation which could later affect the patients’ participation, information provision and decision making process.
1.8 Limitations of the Study

All researches will encounter problems and issues during its progress. The limitations of this study are as follows:

i) **Data Collection** – The researcher was not given permission to video record the consultation session. In addition, not many doctors were willing to give consent to audio-recording of their interactions with patients during the medical consultations either. Hence, the researcher was only able to record consultations of doctors who have given consent. There were some background noises due to other doctor-patient interactions and medical staff going in and out of the room. The data were collected from two male and two female doctors. All doctors spoke Malay except for one Chinese doctor who attended to a Chinese patient.

ii) **Respondents** – This research selected only those patients who sought medical treatment at the Haematology Unit. The respondents were limited to those who gave their consent to participate in this study. In addition, some patients who brought their guardian also participated less within the presence of their guardian.

iii) **Researcher** – Although data from the observation of the consultations would have enriched the data collection, this was not possible. The researcher was not able to carry out an ethnographic observation of the actual clinical consultation for the actual study because the setting was not feasible. Because of the size of the consultation room, the presence of the researcher was too noticeable and appeared to affect the doctor-patients interaction. The patients were easily distracted and their interactions appeared not natural and this clearly affected the authenticity of the interactions. As a result, this research was not able to include data from observation of the clinical consultation.
1.9 Definition of Terminologies

Clinical consultation. Clinical consultation involves interaction between doctor and patient in a room where the patient attends to seek for doctor’s advices and suggestions related to their health condition. In this study, the clinical consultations took place in the consultation room at the Haematology Clinic of Hospital Sultanah Aminah, Johor Bahru.

Consultation styles. Consultation styles refer to doctor’s practice styles in organising the clinical consultations. Peter (1994) listed four consultation styles or practice styles by the doctors: i) paternalism, ii) deferential styles, iii) participatory approach, and iv) directed styles. However, according to William et al. (1998), there are two types of consultation styles in general, which are: i) sharing style and ii) directing style. In this study, the consultation styles in William et al. (1998) are being used to describe the approach used by the doctors at Haematology Clinic.

Decision making. Decision making occurs when there is one final solution that has been decided between two parties. It is important in health care settings because it will incidentally affect patients’ physical and emotion whenever positive or negative decision has been made. In this study, the decision making is signalled with the diagnosis and prescriptions from the doctors.

Participation. Participation is some kind of interaction (i.e. utterances, expressions) between two people to produce a set of communication which conveys meaning or information. It is just like question-and-answer session where the questions are always followed by the answers. Participation within this research is
any verbal response made by patients in return to the doctors’ questions. If the patient is unable to give any response or feedback, the patient is not participating during the consultation with the doctor. In this study, the patients’ participation is counted by three types of verbal responses which are asking questions, showing assertiveness, and expressing concerns.

1.10 Conceptual Framework

There are a few areas such as clinical consultation styles, patients’ participation, doctor’s information giving and also decision making in medical consultations emphasised by the researcher for this study. The study will also discuss the factors influencing the effectiveness of medical consultations and also the outcomes. Importantly, a conceptual framework helps to provide a general idea of what a research looks like. According to Fisher et al. (2007), the purpose of conceptual framework is to provide generalisations about processes and the interaction of concepts. It is believed that the concepts highlighted are interrelated.
The following Figure 1.1 illustrates the conceptual framework of the current study.

![Conceptual Framework Diagram](image)

**Figure 1.1:** Conceptual Framework

As revealed in Figure 1.1, the study only focuses on doctor-patient relationship which include the doctor’s consultation styles and investigates the patterns of medical consultation to show the level of patients’ participation and doctor’s information giving which later affect the decision making process.

### 1.11 Theoretical Framework

A theoretical framework is a structure that guides a research by relying on a formal theory (Eisenhart, 1991). Although this research is based on discourse
analysis study and data-driven rather than theory based (Roberts et al., 2005; Shaw and Baily, 2009; Sarangi, 2010), Sinclair (2007) highlights that it is also relevant to include theoretical framework as a complementary to guide along the data found and enable the researcher to achieve the research objectives. This study has been guided by the root theory of Social Constructivism that describes the whole study since this study uses discourse analysis. Social Constructivism is a theoretical construct which considers all forms of communication, including silence, as being socially constructed and historically and culturally situated (Berger and Luckman, 1966). Therefore, the researcher came out with Figure 1.2 after choosing Williams et al. (1998) as the basis of the framework and other research as guides for this study.

From Figure 1.2, it is illustrated that the patients’ participation, doctor’s information giving can also be influenced by doctor’s consultation styles. As the components of patients’ participation (Cegala, 2011) are including information seeking, frequency of assertive utterances, information provision and also expression of concern, it can be true that there is a relationship between patients’ preferences, patients’ participation and also information giving and seeking during consultation styles. At some points, all those elements could also change the consultation styles of the doctors during clinical consultations. Peter (1994) refers doctor’s consultation styles as “practice style”. Whichever it is, the relationship of both doctor’s information giving and seeking with doctor’s consultation styles can be explained by Social Exchange in Roter Interaction Analysis System (Roter, 1999). Brown (1989) believed that the clinical outcomes or patient care is affected by the three different factors: i) patient, ii) doctor, and iii) encounter. Examples of elements in patient factor that can affect clinical outcome include severity of illness, complexity of problems, anxiety, communication skills and common-versus-rare presentation. Within the doctor factor, the elements that can influence clinical outcomes are knowledge, skill, professionalism, fatigue, experience and expertise. In addition, the example of elements in encounter factor which can influence clinical outcomes are appointment length, in-patient setting, support systems, and staffing. Therefore, the patterns of information giving and seeking by the doctors could be influenced by the types of consultation styles adopted by the doctors. It is matched with the findings in
Zimmerman (2000) which said that the production of a well-coordinated performance that involves a kind of dance between person and environment rather than the one-way action of one on the other.

Figure 1.2: Theoretical Framework of This Study (Williams et al., 1998).

This research also highlights the decision making process in clinical consultations. To illustrate the relation between decision making and doctor’s consultation styles, Figure 1.2 shows that consultation styles of a doctor can also decide the decision making process in a clinical consultation. Based on Charles, Whelan and Gafni (1999), there are three types of decision making: paternalist decision making, shared decision making and informed decision making. Each type of decision making has significant difference in terms of patients’ participation, information giving and seeking and not to forget the consultations styles adopted by the doctors. Apart from that, Allen and Fred (1968) have highlighted four factors to process the decision. At the topmost, the doctors’ judgment on the possible disease
based on the evidenced symptoms and preliminary tests is likely to be an important step to make a decision. The next step would be the assessment of the amount of information gained from further testing, followed by the possibility of side effects from the tests and treatments. The last step in making decision is to identify the value of the various outcomes to doctor and patient which might intensify from any particular course of action. Thus, it is believed that the decision making process involves doctor’s consultation styles as a whole from the explained factors in decision making. If the doctor only thinks about his own good from the start, then the process of decision making would be different and perhaps more simple.

Basically, all the discourse data are bound to investigate the talks which always involved abstract ideas. The analysis based on talks for discourse analysis uses the Social Constructivism theory. In summary, the theoretical framework of this study basically adopted the Social Constructivism theory as the root since the study used the layered data analysis that involved quantitative analysis for the first stage analysis and the second stage analysis used discourse analysis method.

1.12 Summary

This section has reviewed the background of the study, the statement of the problem, the three objectives and research questions, the significance of the research, the scope of the study, limitations, and also the definition of terminologies that will be used in this research. Although research into health communication is important, it is an area of research that is relatively new in Malaysia. Hence, the main aim of this study is to investigate the doctor’s consultation styles during medical encounters. Apart from that, this research endeavours to look into patients’ participation in clinical consultations and to discover for specific emerging patterns in the way information is delivered in doctor-patients communication, and simultaneously look at how doctor’s consultation styles affect on patients’ participation, doctor’s
information giving, and decision making process in Haematology Clinic. The following chapter will explain the literature of this study. There are few main issues highlighted in the following chapter including doctor-patient interactions and clinical consultations, doctor’s consultation style, patients’ participation, doctor’s information giving and decision making in clinical consultations.
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